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DEGREE BOUNDS FOR GENERATORS OF COHOMOLOGY
MODULES AND CASTELNUOVO-MUMFORD REGULARITY

UWE NAGEL AND PETER SCHENZEL

1. INTRODUCTION

Let F denote a eoherent sheaf on the projeetive spaee IPn = IPK, !( denotes an al
gebraically closed field. In [10], Leeture 14, F is ealled nl-regular, nl E Z, provided
Hi(JPm, F(m - i)) = 0 for all i > O. Then it turns out, see loe. eit., that F(k) is generated
as Opn-module by its global sections if k 2:: m. By more recent results, see e. g. [4], this
is generalized to the generation of Sj, thc j-th sheaf of syzygies of :F. Here we want to
show another generalization of Mumford's result. In order to fornullate our approach we
fix a few notation. For s > 0 let

r~(F) := min{7n E Z I Hi(JJ?n,F(m - i)) = 0 for all i 2: s}.

Note that reg F = rl (F) is called the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of F. Hence F is
m-regular for all m ;::: reg F. Furthermore, define et (F) thc smallest integer 7n E Z such
that Hi(pn, F(k)) is spanned by IIO(pn, Opn(l)) ® Hi(pn, F(k - 1)) for all k > 7n. By
Serre's vanishing result this is true for all rn :P O. More preeisely, Munlford's result, see
loc. cit., says et(F) ~ reg F. Hs extension is our first main result.

Theorem 1.1. Let :F be a coherent' sheaf on IPn. Then thcre is the following bound

et(F) ~ ri+l (F) - i

for all i 2:: o.

This result is shown in Section 2 where we prove more general degree bounds for the
minimal generators of loeal cohomology modules. That is, we prove 1.1 by eonsidering
Iocal cohomology modules of graded modules.

Another point of our considerations are estimates of reg Funder additional assumptions
on the Iocal behaviour of F, in partieular when Fis a Cohen-Maeaulay Opn-module. l\1ore
preeisely, let S = l([xo, ... xnJ, denote the polynomial ring in n + 1 variables over 1(.
Then a Cohen-Macaulay Opn-module F is ealled k-Buchsbaum whenever the S-modulc
ffijEZHi(PK' F(j)) is annihilated by (xo, ... ,xn)k for all i with 1 ~ i < diln:F. Note
that every Cohen-Macaulay sheaf is k-Buchsbaum for some k. Using our resuits on the
generators of cohomology modules we explore sonle of the restrietions on the vanishing of
the cohomology of k-Buehsbaum sheaves as demollstrated by:
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Theorem 1.2. Let F denote a k-Buchsbaum Opn-module. Then

regF::; e(F) + (d - l)(k + 1) + 2,

wl1ere d = dirnF and e(F) = max{m E Z IHd(JJ.Im,:F(m)) #- O}.

The previous result shows that (in the case ·of a "nice" Iocal behaviour of F) the
number e(F) is dominating for reg F. Abound of this type has first been shown in
[6] by completely different means. Theorem 1.2 is a considerable ilnprovement of the
corresponding estimate in [6]. It will be proved in Section 3. By SODle examples we show
that certain of the finer bounds obtained in that section are best possible.

In the case of :F = :Ix, the ideal sheaf of a· projective scheme X c f'n, thcre are
estimates of e(:Ix) by simple invariants. Here X is called k-Buchshaum scheme whenever
:Ix is a k-Buchsbaum sheaf. For an integral nondegenerate k-Buchsbaum scheme X this
leads to bounds of the following type

r fdeg(X) - 11
regX::; codim(X) +C(k),

where regX = reg Jx. In [7] it was shown that C(k) ::; (d!l)k - d+ 1, d = dimX. In [12]
resp. in [6] (in a slightly weaker form) this was improved to C(k)::; (2d-1)k-d+1. Our
applieations to Castelnuovo hounds presented in Section 4 provide a further improvcment.

Theorem 1.3. Let X C pn denote an integral nondegenerate k-Bucbsbaum scheme,
k 2:: 1, oE dimension d. Then there is the bound

r fdeg(X) - 11
reg x::; codim(X) +dk.

So it turns out that C(k) ::; dk.
As mentioned above we translate the stateIl1ents into thc context of graded Jl10dulcs

and their loeal cohomology. In our tenninology we follow [12].

2. DEGREE BOUNDS FOR THE GENERATORS OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY MODULES

Let R = ffin;::oRn denote a graded Noetherian ring such that R = Ro[R1 ] and ]( :=
Ro is a field. Put m = ffin>o.Rn the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. Let M denote a
finitely generated graded R-module. We fix the basic notation of [12]. In particular, a
homogeneous element x E R is ealled M-filter regular provided 0 :M x is an R-module of
finite length. A system of (homogeneous) elements;f = {Xl, ... ,Xr } is called an M-filter
regular sequence whenever

(Xl, ... ,Xi-l)M : Xd(Xl' . .. ,Xi-l)M, i = 1, ... ,',

is an R-module of finite length. For an arbitrary graded R-module NIet e(N) denote

e(N) := sup{j E Z I Nj #- O}.
1

Here Nj denotes the j-th graded piece of the graded R-module N. Thus e({O}) = -CX).

Furthermore put
e+(N) := e(NjmN).

Hence, in the ease of a finitely generated module N it denotes the maximal degrce of an
element in a minimal generating set of N.

The following technical result does not look impressive hut it will be proven useful with
respect to the estimates announced in the introduction.
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Lemma 2.1. Let y = {YI, . .. ,Yr} eRdenote a set of honl0geneous elements of degree
~ s. Let x E Rt bean M -filter regular element. Then we have

e(ll~(M)/(x,lL)H~(M)) :::; maxi e(11~+1(M))+t + s, e(H~(M/xM)/lLI{~(M/xM))}

for all i 2:: o.

Proof. Since x is an M -filter regular element the short exact sequcnce

o--t M/O :M x( -t) ~ M --t M/x!'.! --t 0

induced by multiplication by x provides a long exact sequence

für all i 2:: O. Hence, it induces a shorL exact sequence

By applying the Koszul homülogy functor 11.(1Lj .) it provides an exact scquence

Call the module on the left hand side N. Note that it is a subquütient of

Whence it turns out that

e(N) ~ e(H~+l(M)) + t + s.

So the claim follows by tbe previous exact sequence. 0

As a cünsequence there is tbe following bound o[ e+(H~(M)).

Corollary 2.2. Let x E Rt denote an M -filter regular element. Then

for all i < dimM.

Proof. Choose y as a set of generators für tbe maxinlal ideal m. Note that all the generators
have degree 1. So the claim i8 an ilnmcdiate consequence oi 2.1. 0

For a system of elements ;r = {Xl,.,. ,Xr } of Rand an integer 0 :::; i :::; r let ~ =
{Xl, ... ,xd. Note that bJ i8 the empty set.

Theorem 2.3. Let ~ = {XI, . .. ,xr } be an M -filter regular sequence consisting oE homo
geneous elements of degree ::; t. Let i denote an integer witl] 0 :::; i :::; dirn M =: d. Tben
there exist the following bounds:

(a) e(H~(M)/~H~(M))::; max{e(H~(M/~M),e(H~+I(M/~jM)+2t 10:::; j :::; r -2}
for a1l i with 1 :::; r ::; d - i.

(b) e(H~(M)/~H~(M)) :::; max{e(JJ~+l(M/~jM)) + 2t I 0 :::; j :::; d - i-I} for all i
with i > d - T.
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Proof. First consider i witb 1 ::; r ::; d - i. Then a repeated application of 2.1 provides

e(H~ (M) /~H~(M)) ::;
max{e(H~+l(M)+2t, e(H~(M/XIM)/(X2"" ,xr)H~(M/XIM))} ::;
max{e(H~+l(M) +2t, e(H:n+1(M/XIM)) +2t, e(H~(M/!f2M)/(X3"" ,xr)H~(M/!f2M))}

max{e(H~+l(M/{fjM)) + 2t, e(H~(M/~r_lM)/xTH~(M/~r_lM)) 10::; j ::; r - 2}.

But now by an exact sequence as in tbe proof of 2.1 it is easy to see that

e(H~(M/~r_lM)/xTH~(M/~r_1M))::; e(H~(M/{frM)).

Tbus tbe statement in (a) follows. Now let r > d - i. Then first note tbat

e(}l~(M)/:f}l~(M))::; e(H~(M)/{fd_i+lH~(M))

as easily seen. Similarlya.s above we obtain

e(H~(M)/Li_i+1H~(A1))::;
max{e(H~(M/{fd_iM)/Xd-i+lH~(M/!f.d-i M ), e(H~+l (M/!f.jM)) I0 ::; j ::; d - i - 1}.

But now it turns out that

e(1:f~(M/bi_iM)/xd-i+111~(M/bi_iM))= -00

because H~(M /bi-i+1 !vI) = O. 0 bserve that d im M /bl- i+1M < i. Therefore (b) is shown
to be true. 0

Note that the previous result for r = 2, t = 1 was proved in [3], Lemma 4.1. In the
special case of linear elements there is the following application.

Corollary 2.4. Let I = {11 , ... ,1d } ~ R 1 be an M -filter regular system of parameters,
d = dimM. Tben

(a) e+(H~(M)) ::; max{e(H~+l(M/ljM)) + 2 I 0 ::; j ::; d - i - 1} for all i with
1 ::; i < d.

(b) e+(IJ~(M)) ::; rnax{e+(M), e(H~(M/ljM)) + 2 10 ::; j < d}.

Proof. Because of e+(H~(M)) ::; e(H~(M)/lH~(M)) the statement in (a) follows imme
diately by 2.3 (b). In order to prove (b) choose a system of elements y = {y!, ... ,Ys}
consisting of linear forms such that (1, l1JR = m. By 2.1 it follows that -

e+(H~(M)) = e(H~(M)/(l, y)H~(M))

::; max{e(H~(!vliIM)/HJI~(M/IM)), e(IJ~(M/ljM) + 2 10 ::; j < d}.

Now dim(M/IM) = 0 and therefore H~(M/IM) ~ M/IM, i.e.,

e(H~(M/IM)/HJJ~(M/IM))= e(M/(LJlJM) = e+(M)

which proves the claim. 0

In order to continue we recall a definition, see [12], Definition 6.1. For an integer s 2: 0
put

rs(M) := max{i + e(JI~(M)) li 2: s}.
Then reg M := ro(M) = rdepthM(M) is called the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of M.
It is known,see e.g. [4], that e+(M) ::; reg M.

Corollary 2.5. There are the following estimates:

(a) e+(H~(M)) ::; ri+1(M) - i + 1 for all i > O.
(b) e+(H~(M)) ::; max{e+(M), rl(M) + 1} provided d > O.
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Proo/. For I E R 1 an M-filter regular element the short exact sequcnce (*) in the proof of
2.1 provides

Ti(MJIM) :S Ti(M) for all i,

see [11) for more details. Now let I = {h, .. . ,Ir} c R1 be an M-filter regular sequence.
Then by induction on T it turns out that Ti(M/IM) :::; ri(M) for all i. Thus the state
ments of this corollary follow by 2.4. D

Moreover e+(H~(M)) = -00 for d = dimM > 0, since H~(M) = ml[~(M). It is
also noteworthy to say that there i8 no bound for e+(JJ~(M)) which does not depend on
e+(M). To this end note that

for all t E Z.
For the following result let Jl(·) = tim- Horn (mt, .) denote the functor of global trans

form. Let Ri H, i 2:: 1, its right derived functors. For an R-module M there are a natural
exact sequence

o~ H~(M) ~ M ~ H(M) --+ J[~(M) --+ 0

and natural isomorphisms l[~+l(M) I'V Rifl(M) for i ~ 1.

Lemma 2.6. Let M denote a finitely generated graded R-module. Tben

in particular e+(H(M)) is a finite number.

Proof. If d = dimM :::; 1, then e+(H(M)) = -00, so the claim is true. Let d 2:: 2. Let
I E RI denote an M-filter regular element. The multiplication by I induces a short cxact
sequence

o--+ H(M)J IH(M) --+ H(M11M) --+ H1 (l; H~(M))( -1) --+ O.

Now a Koszul homology argument as in the proof of 2.2 provides that

e+(H(M)) :::; max{ e+(H(MJIJ\1)), e(H~(M) + 2)}.

Furthermore, by induction hypothesis

e+(H(M/IM)) :::; r2(MJIM).

Because of T2(MJIM) :S r2(M) and e(H;(M)) + 2 :S T2(M) the inductive step is COffi

plete. 0

Now we prove Theorem 1.1 of the introduction.

Proof. We use the notation of the introduction. Choose M a finite1y generated graded
S-module such that Nt, the sheafification of M, satisfies Nt = :F. Then there are graded
isomorphisms

H(M) ~ ffiiEZH°(Jpn,F(j)) and H~+l(M) ~ ffiiEZHi(pn,:F(j))

for i 2:: 1, see, e.g., [5J. That is, et(:F) = e+(JI~+l(M)) and ri(F) = 7'i+l (M) for i 2:: 1. So
the claim oE 1.1 is a consequence of 2.5 and 2.6. D
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3. RESTRICTIONS ON THE COHOMOLOGY IMPOSED BY LARGE COHOMOLOGICAL

ANNIHILATORS

For a graded R-module MIet oi(M) = Annn H~(A1), i E Z, denote the i-th coho
mological annihilator of M. See [12] for basic results and applications. For an M-filter
regular element x E ai(M) n ~+l(M) the long exact cohomology sequence induced by
multiplication by x provides a short exact sequence

t = degx, see (*) in the proof of 2.1. So there is a good comparison of ri(M') and
ri(M/xM). Pursuing this point of view further we show estirnates of e(H~(NJ)) by
e(H~(M)) and the "size" of aj(M), i ::; j < d.

Theorem 3.1. Let 1 = {lI, ... ,ld-i+l} c Rh 1 ::; i ::; d, denote an M-filter regular
sequence with d = dirn M. Suppose that

~~j+}Jf~(M)= ° for all i::; j < d

and certain integers pj ~ 0. Then

d-}

e(JJ~(M)) ::; e(H~(M)) + EÜlj + 1).
j=i

Before we shall prove 3.1 let us mention an interesting consequence. In fact, it is helpful
in order to streamline the proof of 3.1. It gives bounds of ri(M) in terms of e(IJ~(M))

and the "size" of oj(M). If in addition H~(M) is a finitely generated R-Inodule, one can
measure the "size" of Q.j(M) by the integer

Ai(M) = rnin{A E N Im>' c ai(M)}.

Corollary 3.2. With the assulnptions of 3.1 there are the following estiInates:

(a) ri(A1) ::; e(H~(M)) + d + "L;:l Pj, provided i > 0.
(b) reg(M) ::; Ao(M) + max{e+(M) -1, e(H~(M))+ d + 'Lj:l Pj}.

Proof. By the definition of ri(M), the claim in (a) follows by 3.1. If Ao(M) = 0, Le.,
equivalently H~(M) = 0, then reg(M) = rt(M) and the statement in (b) follows by (a).
If Ao(M) > 0, then reg(M) = max{ e(JJ~(M)),rl (M)}. On the other hand by Lemlna 3.3
below it follows that

Therefore, by 2.5 we get

reg(M) ::; Ao(M) +max{e+(M) - 1, rt (M')}.

So the statement in (b) follows by virtue of (a). 0

In the proof of the previuos corollary we have already used the following observation.

Lemma 3.3. Let I eRbe an ideal generated by elements of R} and let M be a finite
graded R-module. Suppose there is an integer J1. > 0 such that I/-l M = o. Then

e(M) ~ e(M/IM) +p-l.
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Proof. Let r denote the number of generators of I. For an integer t 2: 1 there is the natural
epimorphism

(M j I M( -t) )(r~:-;l) ~ I t M j r+1 M.

Thus e(ItMj ]t+l M) ::; e(Mj ]M) + t. Because of

e(Mj]tM) = max{e(Jt-lMj]tM),e(Mjlt - 1 M)}

the conclusion follows now. 0

Now let us continue with the proof of 3.1

Proof. In order to prove the desired bound we make induction on d - i 2: O. In the case
d - i = 0 the statement is empty. Let 0 < i < d. If /-Li = 0, i.e., H~(M) = 0, then
e(H~(M)) = -00 and the statement is true. Let /-Li.> O. Then by 3.3

e(H~(M)) ::; e(H~(M)j IH~(M)) + /-Li - 1.

By combining 2.3 (b) with the fact that

1'i(Mjlj M) ::; Ti(M)

for all i,j with 0 ::; j ::; d - i-I it turns out that

e(H~(M)) ::; 1'i+l - i + 1 + Pi - 1.

By the induction hypothesis the claim is true for d - (i +1). Whence the above Corollary
3.2 provides

d-l

ri+l (M) ::; e(H~(M)) +d + L /-Lj.
j=i+l

Putting this together it completes the inductive step. 0

Note that in 3,1 there is no assumption on the finiteness of H~(M), i = 1, ... ,d - 1.
Under the additional assumption of finiteness it folIows;

Corollary 3.4. In addition to the assumptions oE 3.1 suppose that H~(M), i = 0, ... ,d
1, are finitely generated. Then there are the bounds:

(a) ri(M) ::; e(H~(M)) + d + L:j:l Aj(M) provided i > O.
(b) reg(M) :::; max{e+(M) + Ao(M) - 1, e(Il~(M)) +d+ 'L1:6 Aj(M)}.

There is no generalization of 3.1 relating e(I{~(Al)) and e(Jr~(M)) with i < j < d.
This follows because for any integers m, none may construct Buchsbaum ITIodules with
e(H~(M)) = m and e(H~(M)) = n.

Let R be the coordinate ring of a projective curve C C IPn. Then 3.1 specializes to
[9], Proposition 2.8, If C is a rational curve, then e(H~(R)) ::; )\1 (R) by 3.1. Since
a(H~(R)) ~ 1 and Al(R) ::; e(H~(R)) - a(H~(R)) + 1 it follows (cf. also [9], 2.10) that

e(H~(R)) = Al(R) and a(JJ~(R)) = 1.

In particular, it turns out that 3.1 is optimal in this case, Note also that the previ
ous equalities are generalizations of the main results in [2], proved there in tbe case of
monomial curves in IP3

. Theorem 3.1 is also optimal in higher dimensions as seen by the
following;
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Example 3.5. Let S := J([Xl, . .. ,Xd} denote the polynomial ring in Xl, .. . ,Xd over the
field J(. For a positive integer fl let M = ~~S, where ~ = {Xl, ... ,Xd}. So therc are the
following isomorphisms

{

SI :f.~S if j = 1,
H~(M) ~ }J~(S) if j = d,

o otherwise.

Now ~ is an M-filter regular sequence. Thus 3.1 is applicable. It yields the following
estimate.

e(H~(M)) ::; e(H~(S)) + Jl + d - 1 = fl- 1.

On the other hand e(S/~~S) = /-L - 1, as easily seen. So it follows that

e(lJ~(M)) = e(SI{f~S) = fJ - 1.

Hence the bound in 3.1 is optimal.
The bound in Theorem 3.1 is also optimal in the case when M has more than two

non-vanishing cohomology modules. Tn order to illustrate this situation consider:

Example 3.6. For l' ~ 2 put S = J([Xl, ... ,X2r] and R = Sin with n = b n c, where
b = (XI,'" ,xr ) n (xr+I, ... ,X2r) and

{
(x 1, . .. , X .ct.! , ( X tiA +1 , . . . , X 2r?)c- 1--r-

- (Xl, ... ,X!.,X!'+l X 2r, ... ,Xr X2r,(X!'+1, ... ,X2r)3)
112

if T is odd,

if r is even.

Then H~(R) ~ }l~(S/b) for i > 0 and thus

H
m
i (R) = {K

O
for i = 1,
for 1 < i < r.

Finally H~(R) ~ bin ~ l« _2)(r;-1). Therefore we have e(H:;'(ll)) = -1', Ao(R) =
Al (R) = 1, A2(R) = ... = Ar-l (R) = 0, and reg R = 2. Thus in 3.4 (b) equality holds.

Now recall that M is called a k-Buchsbaum R-module if Ai(M) ::; k for all i with
o::; i < dirn M. Note that O-Buchsbaum rneans Cohen-Macaulay. Observe that 3.6 shows
that the bound in [6], 2.8, is not true for I-Buchsbaum rings which are not arithmetically
Buchsbaum. Instead, we have the following estimations in case of k-Buchsbaum modules.

Corollary 3.7. Let M be k-Buchsbaum R-nlodule. Then there are the bounds:

(a) ri(M) ::; e(H~(M)) + d + (d - i)k for all i > O.
(b) reg(M) ::; max{e+(M) + k - 1, e(H~(M)) + d(k + I)}.

Proof. By tbe definitions this is an ilnnlediate consequence of 3.4. D

Remark 3.8. (1) First note that Theorem 1.2 of the introduction is a consequence of 3.7
by the same translation procedure as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
(2) Put M = R. Then e+(R) = O. Moreover, it is known that e(H~(R))+ d ~ 0, see e.
g., [8]. Let R denote a k-Buchsbaum ring. Then 3.7 yields the following estimate

reg(R) ::; e(H~(M)) +d + (d - t)k,

where t = depth R.
(3) Note that 3.7 improves the main results of [6] for k-Buchsbaum modules. It is often
much easier to check if a module M is k-Buchsbaum than to decide if mk is an M
standard ideal. Note that the main results of [6] stated under this latter assumption are
also improved by 3.7 in case i + k > d.
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4. ApPLICATIONS TO CASTELNUOVO BOUNDS

First let us recall the definition of an (r, i)-standard sequence introduced in [12). To
this end let ~ = {Xl, ... ,xr }, 1 ::; r ::; dimM =: d, denote an M-filter regular sequence.
For i ::; d - r it is called an (r, i)-standard sequence with respect to M provided

for all non-negative j, n with 0 ::; j + n < r. This notion generalizes thc notion of a
standard system of parameters. In {12] it is shown to be useful in order to control the
vanishing of graded local cohomology. This point of view is pursued further in this section.

Lemma 4.1. Let ~ = {Xl, ... ,xr } C Rk be an (r,i)-standard sequence witb respect to
M. Then

e(JI~(M/;fM)) = maxi e(If~+j(M))+ j klO '5: j ::; r}.

Proof. In [12], 6.3, it is shown that

e(H~+j(M)) ::; e(H~(M/;fM)) - jk

for j = 0,1, ... ,T. This proves that the left-hand side is bounded by thc Inaximum Oll

the right. Since;f is an (r, i)-standard sequence there are short exact sequences of loeal
cohomology modules

H~+j(M/(Xh'" ,xn)M) -+ IJ~+j(M/(x},... ,xn+dM) ~ IJ~+j+l(M/(Xl"" ,xn)M)(-k).

Thus an easy induction on r proves the c1ainl. 0

As an application 4.1 implies abound of ri(M). Thereby we use the notation L(k) :=
{l~, ... ,/~} for I = {l i , ... ,Ir} a sequence of elements of R.

Proposition 4.2. Let L= {lI, . .. ,Id-J C R1 denote an M-filter regular sequence. Sup
pose that I(k) is an (d - i, i)-standard sequence. Then

Ti(M) ::; e(H~(A1/IM)) + i + (d - i)(k - 1).

PTOOf. By virtue of [12J, 6.5, it follows that

e(H~(M/L(k)M)) ::; e(H~(M/IM)) + (d - i)(k - 1).

Therefore, by 4.1 i timplies for i ::; j ::; d that

e(H~(M)) + (j - i)k ::; e(If~ (M / L(k) M))
::; e(J{~(M/IM)) + (d - i)(k - 1),

which by definition proves the c1ainl. 0

In the case of M a Buchsbaum nl0dule and I = {/1, ... ,Ir} C R1 a subsystem of a
system of parameters 4.1 yields that

Ti(M) = ri(M/IM) for all i ::; d - T.

This is the crueial observation in [13] in order to dcrive Castelnuovo bounds for Buchs
baum scheInes. In contrast the basic result for our Castelnuovo bounds for k-Buehsbaunl
sehemes is the following:
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Proposition 4.3. Let 1 = {lt, ... ,ld-d c R 1, 0 ::; i < d, be an M -filter regular se
quence. Suppose there are integers f-lj 2: 0 such that l!:J~jH~(M) = 0 for all i ::; j < d.
Then

ri(M) ::; e(}1~(MIIA1)) + i + Ci,

where

{
f-li +... + f-ld-l

Ci= 0
if f-li + ... + f-ld-l > 0,

otherwise.

Proof. Let Pi + ... + J-Ld-l = 0, i. e., H~(M) = 0 for y' = i, . .. ,d - 1. Then the claim is
a consequence of 4.1. Otherwise we make an induction on d - i 2: 1. Let i = d - 1. If
J-Ld-l = 0, then tbe claim follows by the previous argument. Let f-ld-l > O. By 3.3 we have

e(H~-l(M)) ::; e(H~-I(MIIH~-I(M)) + Pd-l - 1.

Whence by 2.3 (a)

e(H~-I(M)) ::; e(H~-l(MIIM)) + f-ld-l - 1.

Moreover, by [12], 6.2, we know that

e(H:(M)) + 1 ::; e(H:-1 (MIIM))

whicb proves the claim for i = d - 1.
Suppose 0 < i < d - 1. If J-li = 0, then ri(M) = ri+l(M). So the statement follows

by the induction bypothesis. Now suppose that J-loi > O. By 2.3 (a) and observing that
ri(MIIM) ::; ri(M) it turns out

e(H~(M)) ::; e(H~(M)IIH~(M)) + f-li - 1
::; max{e(H~(M11M), ri+l (M) - i + I} + J-li - 1.

Assume that Ci+l > O. Then by the induction hypothesis and [12], 6.2, we get

ri+l(M) ::; e(H~+l(Mlld_i_lM)) +i +1 +Ci+l
::; e(H~(M11M)) + i + Ci+l.

So (*) implies e(H~(M)) ::; e(H~(MIIM))+i+c;, i. e., tbe claiIn is true. In the remaining
case of Ci+l = 0 we bave H~+I(Ml1jM)= 0 for all 0 ::; y' ::; d - i - 2, which follows by an
easy induction. Thus 2.3 (a) reads as

e(H~(M)IIH~(M)) ::; e(H~(MIIM)).

Therefore (*) and tbe induction hypothesis cOIllplete tbe inductive step. D

It is noteworthy to say that in 4.3 tbere is 110 finiteness condition for the cohomology
modules in the case i > O. Under additional finiteness conditions 4.3 yields tbe following:

Corollary 4.4. Suppose tbat H~(M),y' = i, .. . ,d -1, are finite1y generated R-modules.
Let I = {lI , ... ,1d- i } C R 1 , 0 ::; i < d, be an M -filter regular sequence. Then

wbere

d; = {
Ai(M) + ... +Ad-l(M) -1 jf Al(M) +... + Ad-l(M) > 0,

o otherwise.
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Remark 4.5. Consider the ring R of Example 3.6. R is I-Buchsbaum and reg R = 2.
Since rankK[ah = (r~l) we obtain for general linear forms I = {11, ... ,Ir} that

rankK[(a,D]z = rankK[ah + rankK[(Dh

= (r~l) + er:1) _ (r~l)

= rankK[K[xl, ... , x2rJh·
Therefore e(H~(RJIR)) = e(RJIR) = 1. Whence

2 = regR = e(H~(RJIR)) + Ao(R) + ... + Ar-l(R) - 1.

That is, the bound in 3.4 is the best possible.
We need same more notation. The unique polynomial hMCt) determined by hM(t) =

rankRo Mt for t ~ 0 is called the Hilbert polynomial of M. Let d = dirn M > O. Then it
may be written as

td- l

hM(t) = mult(M) (d _ I)! + terms of lower degree

where mult(M) =j:. O. Then the multiplicity of M is defined to be mult(M). If M is zero
dimensional its multiplicity is by definition mu1t(M) = length(M). Thc codilllension o[
R is codinl R := rankRo R1 - dirn R. Finally, recall that ra1denotes thc least integer;::: a
for a E lR..

The following lemma concerns the Inost technical part of estimates of the Castelnuovo
MUlTI ford regulari ty.

Lemma 4.6. Let !vI denote a finitely generated graded R-module.

(a) Let I = {/b .. · ,1d- 1 } C R 1 be an M-filter regular sequence wbere d = dirnM.
Tben we have far all i > 0

d + e(H~(M)) ::; i + e(H~(MJLi_iM)) ::; rnult(M) + e+(M) - l.

(b) Suppose tbat R is integral and ~ = K is an algebraically clased field. Let
11, .•• ,ld- 1 be general linear [arms where d = dirn R. Then we get for all i > 0

d . fmu1t(R) - 11
d + e(Hm(R)) ::; i + e(H:n(RJLt-iR )) ::; codim R .

Proof. In both statements the bounds on the left-hand side follow by [12], 6.2. In order
to show (a) put MI := (MJIM)JH~(MJIM).Note that MI is an one-dimensional Cohen
Macaulay R-module. Since I is an M-filter regular sequence it is well-known that

mult(M) = rnult(M').

Furthermore,

e+(M) ;::: e+(MJIM) ;::: e+(M') and e(H~(MJIM))= e(H~(M'))

as easily seen. Now let us prove that

(**) 1 + e(H~(M')) S eo(M') + e+(M') - 1.

To this end choose a general I E [RJIRh. Then we have e+(M') = e+(M'J1M'). Therefore
[M' / IMI]t = 0 for a certain integer t > e+(M'I) implies [M'JIM'Jt+1 = 0, too. Now the
multiplication by 1 on M' induces a short exact sequence

o~ [M' JIM']t ~ [H~(M')Jt-1 ~ [H~(M')]t ~ 0
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JE X is not arithnletica11y Buchsbaum,
iE X is arithmetically Buchsbaum.

for any integer t. It provides

rank[H~(M')]t ::; max{O, rank[H~(A1')]t_1 - I}

for a11 t > e+(M' ). But

rank[H~(M')]e+(MI)= mult(M) - rank[M']e+(MI).

Because of rank[M/le+(MI) > 0 the inequality in (**) folIows. But now

i + e(H~(M/L_iM)) ::; 1 + e(H~(M/IM))

for a11 i > O. This proves part (a) of the claim.
In order to prove (b) we use the same notation as above. Thcn R' is the cool'dinate

ring of a set of mult(R) points in linear seIni-uniform position, see [1]. Moreover, by [1]
and Riemann-Roch it fo11ows that

1+ e(H1 (R')) ::; fInult(~/) - 11.
m codlmRI

Then the same arguments as above show (b). D

Remark 4.7. (1) Because of e+(R) = °part (a) of 3.6 is a generalization of [6], 3.1.
Furthermore, part (b) of 3.6 is an extension of [11], Corollary 2, to the case of a ground
field of arbitrary characteristic.
(2) The result in 4.4 is an improvement by one of the bound which fo11ows by a direct
combination of 3.4 and 4.6.

Now there are several bounds of Castelnuovo type by combining 4.2 resp. 4.3 with 4.7.
Here we state only one which seems most interesting to uso Consider a Cohen-Macaulay

. scheme X C pn. Let R denote its homogeneous coordinate ring. In accordance with the
introduction put reg(X) = reg(R) + 1. Moreover, define .Ai(X) = .Ai(R).

Theorem 4.8. Let X C lPKbe a projective Cohen-Macaulay scheme ol positive dimen
sion d, where J( is an algebraica11y c10sed Held. Let

{
.Al (X) + ... + .Ad-l(X)-l

c= 0

(a) Then there is the following bound

reg(X) ::; deg(X) + c.

(b) Suppose in addition that X is integral and nondegenerate. Then

(X) < fdeg(X) - 11
reg _ codim(X) +c +1.

Proof. Let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of X and let I = {1}, ... ,ld-l} eRbe
general linear forms. Suppose that X is aritmetically Buchsbaum. Then l is an (r,l)
standard sequence and 4.1 provides that

reg(R) = 1 + e(H~(M/IM)).

Furtherrnore deg(X) = mult(R). Thus the asserted bounds are a consequence of 4.6. If
X is not arithmetica11y Buchsbaum the claims folJow by 4.3 and 4.6. D
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Remark 4.9. (1) The statements in 4.8 are an improvenlent of [12], 6.9, and - as noted
there - also of [6], 3.2 (ii) and 3.3 (ii). Moreover, Theorem 1.3 of the introduction is a
particular case of 4.8.
(2) Let R denote a k-Buchsbaum ring with k > O. Let 1denote a system of linear param
eters. Then reg(R/IR) = e(H~(R/IR)). Hence, it yields an iinproved bound in [12], 6.8.
This follows by replacing the corrcsponding argument in [12], 6.7, by 4.4.
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